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Abstract

This paper describes KB Video Retrieval's participation in TRECVID 2011.  We submitted 4 
runs in the automatic Known-Item Search (KIS) task.  Our KIS system uses a base text only 
search for runs KBVR_1_KIS2011 and KBVR_2_KIS2011.  Runs KBVR_3_KIS2011 and 
KBVR_4_KIS2011 extend the text search with pseudo-relevance feedback and semantic 
concept re-ranking.

Automatic Known-Item Search Runs

• KBVR_1_KIS2011
The first run uses a text only retrieval with a tf-idf ranking model.

• KBVR_2_KIS2011 
The second run uses a text only retrieval with a probabilistic ranking model.

• KBVR_3_KIS2011
The third run uses a text only retrieval with probabilistic ranking and pseudo-relevance 
feedback.

• KBVR_4_KIS2011
The final run uses an initial text retrieval with probabilistic ranking and semantic 
concept re-ranking.



Automatic Known Item Search

Text Matching

The KB Video Retrieval's system for TRECVID 2011 [1]  is based on an initial text only match 
using the Terrier [5] retrieval system.  The text search uses a query constructed from both the 
visual cues and the query description.   A video document is constructed using automatic 
speech recognition and meta-data from the video.  Text used from the meta data included 
title, subject, keywords, and description.  

KBVR_1_KIS2011 and KBVR_2_KIS2011 were text only runs using tf-idf and probabilistic [6] 
ranking models.  These runs were used as a baseline for comparison to the pseudo-
relevance feedback and semantic concept re-ranking runs.  

The pseudo-relevance run, KBVR_3_KIS2011, uses a probabilistic model to select an initial 
set of k relevant documents.  The original query is then reformulated using key terms from 
these top rated videos.  This model assumes that our initial query has returned relevant 
documents and that the top terms from these documents provide additional details not found 
in the original query.

Semantic Re-Ranking

The semantic re-ranking model used in KBVR_4_KIS2011 extends the initial text ranking by 
considering a set of semantic concepts identified in the retrieved videos.  This approach 
assumes that the relevant video has been returned in our initial text search, but may not be 
the top ranked video.  We map both the query and the initial documents into a semantic 
concept space.  A similarity score is calculated for each video in this semantic space.  

The semantic concept space is defined by 130 semantic concepts from the LSCOM [2,3] 
concept list.  We use a Wikipedia [4] knowledge base to enhance the text description of a 
semantic concept.  The Wikipedia knowledge base is constructed by selecting the k most 
similar articles to our semantic concepts.  We use the article title and abstract for the initial 
concept representation.  The knowledge base is then expanded to include related Wiki 
articles using internal links and category memberships.  

Each query and video document is transformed into a 130 dimensional feature vector, where 
the dimensions represent a similarity score between the video/query text and the Wiki 
representation of the semantic concept.  A second ranked list for the query is calculated using 
this semantic vector representation.  Our final ranking is based on a weighted fusion of the 
scores from the initial probabilistic model and the semantic concept model.



Conclusions

KB Video Retrieval's run for TRECVID 2011 are based on ASR and meta data features from 
the video.  We extended our baseline text only runs to include a semantic concept re-ranking 
by mapping both the videos and the queries into a semantic space.  The semantic space is 
defined using 130 LSCOM concepts with the description of each concept enhanced using a 
Wikipedia knowledge base.  The semantic concept re-ranking model uses a weighted fusion 
of the initial text ranking and the semantic concept ranking.
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